ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION:

- Effective Date: This Engineering Bulletin (EB) is effective beginning with projects submitted for lettings on or after May 1, 2020.
- Superseded Issuances: None.
- Official Standard Sheet Books are published on the Department’s public website and retained in the Department’s electronic archives.

PURPOSE: To announce the adoption of an amended Standard Sheet Book containing sheet numbers for sections 606-607 dated May 1, 2020 as published on the Department’s website as the official document.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- An updated version of Standard Sheet 606-13, “Single-Slope Concrete Half-Section Barrier” has replaced the outdated sheet in NYS Standard Sheets Book 2 of 4 (Sheets 606-01-607-06)
- No contracts referencing the outdated Standard Sheet have been let to date.

IMPLEMENTATION: For contracts let, highway permits issued, and proposals due on or after May 1, 2020 that include installation of “Single-Slope Concrete Half-Section Barrier”, Contractors and Engineers-in-Charge or their designee should apply the standard sheets (as amended) in accordance with the hierarchy in the contract (and/or highway work permit) as defined in Section 100 of the Standard Specifications.


BACKGROUND: An outdated version of Standard Sheet 606-13, “Single-Slope Concrete Half-Section Barrier” was inadvertently issued by EB 19-049 and then included with the official Standard Sheet book issued by EB 20-014.

CONTACT: Questions regarding this EB should be directed to Pratip Lahiri (518) 457-4092 or via e-mail to Pratip.Lahiri@dot.ny.gov of the Design Quality Assurance Bureau.